Vote to re-elect the Democracy
Alliance NEC in HMRC
Your Democracy Alliance National Executive Committee is committed to continuing to
build the type of members-led, democratic trade union that can defend and advance your
interests at work in HMRC.
Over the last year Democracy Alliance NEC Members have been instrumental in
achieving some huge gains for HMRC PCS members.
We have protected your safety in being the first department to negotiate a Covid 19
protocol which meant that the vast majority of staff have been able to work at home since
early on in the pandemic, and strict safety measures were introduced in any buildings
where staff have been required to attend.
Democracy Alliance NEC members also led negotiations that resulted in changes to
redundancy avoidance measures that saved around 500 jobs in 2020.
The HMRC Pay & Contract reform deal was supported by Democracy Alliance NEC
members who recognised that although there were some drawbacks to the deal, overall it
delivered huge gains for a members:
● Increasing the overall paybill by £214 Million in a period where most public sector
workers face the prospect of a pay freeze, meaning an average increase of 13%
over 3 years.
● Ending unfair performance related pay for the life of the deal.
● Levelling up annual leave allowances for thousands of members.
● Achieving PCS’ long term demand of making Flexible Working a contractual right for
all staff.
● Guaranteeing a minimum of 40% homeworking for staff who wish to do so.
● Improving parental leave allowances
● Decreasing the gender pay gap by 50%
Other factions wanted to dismiss the offer outright, without presenting any plan for any
type of action that would have delivered any of these benefits. Leaving tens of thousands
of staff in receipt of poverty pay.
Re-elect your Democracy Alliance NEC to protect your safety at work, to continue
campaigning on the issues that matter to you, like pay, pensions Civil Service
Compensation Scheme and other terms and conditions and – not least of all – to give
you’re the strongest voice to defend you interests both in the workplace and within PCS
itself.
For a strong voice in the HMRC, please support the candidates overleaf

●Elections begin Thursday April 22nd
●Elections end Thursday 13th May
●Request a duplicate ballot paper if not received by
29th April
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